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Terms of Sale: All items subject to prior sale. Condition: All items are 12mo. or 8vo. in orig. binding & in good condition unless otherwise noted. D.j.s noted when present. Returns: All items are returnable within 10 days for any reason. Domestic Shipping: $4 for the first book/volume, $1 for each add'l, or $6 for Priority Mail & UPS. $1 for each add'l. Foreign Shipping: At cost. Sales Tax: Residents of Virginia please add 5% sales tax.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED

4to - quarto - usually 14”
c. - circa (about, approximately)
c.i.i. - complete in itself
end paper
fep - front free e.p.
fine - virtually new, crisp
good - no technical blemishes, cosmetics noted
laid down - glued to a page
laid in - laid loose into item
not net - not on 1 million vol. Internet List
NUCI/OCLC - shows participating libraries with copies
reading copy - substituted until something better
removed - a pamphlet, bd. with others, now freed
SMR - sheet music, removed
t.e.g. - top edge gilt
t.p. - title page
v.g. - expected aging, still very, very acceptable
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NOT LISTED ON OCLC:
3,50,51,59,102,150,165,169

HOUSEHOLD SHELF FULL


MANHUNT (AKA ROGUE MALE), COURTESY OF
DEATH, RED ANGER, THING TO LOVE, ROGUE JUSTICE, DOOM'S CARAVAN, & DANCE OF THE DWARFS. First is Triangle ed., next two first British eds., last four are first American eds. Last six fine in fine dj., first v.g., wbrown toned paper. For the seven...

$150.00


$15.00

UNRECORDED FRENCH LANGUAGE THRILLER

3. (Africa) Carpenter, Emile. LA RANCON DE ROGER. Paris, 1887, 219(1)pp. A collector's copy, the gilt & black contrasting vigorously & smartly with crimson cl., a.e.g. Repl reglued. The ransom of Roger locale is North Africa. W/elephants & more. No copy listed per OCLC. Of nine works listed, six are located at one lib. w/1b/wthe other three known in either two or three locations. France. Juvenile. Travel.

$125.00


$35.00

5. (...) (Photo)(Ethnology) Duggan-Cronin, A. M. & D. F. Bleek. THE BUSHMAN TRIBES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA. Cape Town, 1942, (5)14(40)pp., 4to. First ed. Travel green cl., near fine w/small rubber stamp of Edward C. Tabler, noted West Virginia Africanist on lower margin of r.p.d. Forty sepia ptd. photo pts (by first author) (do not confuse this title with his Bantu title) with commentary & introduction by Bleek (sometimes Anglicized as Black). No copy on net. Auction price 1980 in today's funds @ eleven hundred - for this copy...

$475.00

OXFORD COLONIAL RECORDS PROJECT


$300.00


$275.00

9. (Afro-American/Black) Crump, Paul. BURN, KILLER, BURN!. Chicago, (1962), 391pp. First ed. V.g. in v.g. d.j. Old re-discoloration from review slip. $75.00

10. (…) Horn, John W. (REPORT) Showing the Average Daily Attendance of Boys Committed & Remaining in the House of Reformation & Inst. for Colored Children During the Ninth of September 1876. Baltimore, 1876, 9 x 30". An orig. document w/Horn's attention subscribed by a Justice of the Peace & w/the Treasurer's receipt for $1656 ($12 per month per person) from the city. This is one of those midnight treasures discarded by the City of Baltimore in the late 70's. Two partial fold breaks. Maryland. Social. $225.00

11. (…) Collection of six titles about the slave trade & abolition. v.p., 1964+, 6 vol. PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE SLAVE TRADE, Aguet, Isabella; SLAVERY & JEFFERSONIAN VIRGINIA, McColley, Robert; TIME ON THE CROSS - THE ECONOMICS OF AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY, Fogel, Robert William & Stanley L. Engerman; FLIGHT TO FREEDOM (ex. lib.), Buckmaster, Henrietta; THE SLAVE POWER CONSPIRACY & THE PARANOID STYLE, Davis, Bron Davis; RESISTANCE AT CHRISTIANA - THE FUGITIVE SLAVE REBELLION, CHRISTIANA, PENNSYLVANIA, SEPTEMBER 11, 1851 - A DOCUMENTARY ACCOUNT, Katz, Johnathan. All v.g. to fine, all in v.g. djs. For the six vols... $53.67


13. (Alabama) Stewart, George & Benjamin F. Porter. REPORTS OF CASES AT LAW & IN EQUITY, ARGUED & ADJUDGED IN THE SUPREME COURT OF ALABAMA. Tuscaloosa, 1836, 9 vol. As follows: Stewart & Porter 1, 4-5, & Porter 1, 4, 6, 6-9. In all 9 vols., covering 1831-1839 w/gaps as noted. We also note Tuscaloosa & Tuscaloosa spellings in imprint. Ex-lib. in law cl., the 1st four & last vols. w/lea. labels (author labels w/some scrapes) & 2nd quartet w/white rebinder's lettering, reasonable foxing. We found no listings for Stewart & Porter. A colleague offers ex-lib. Vol. II & Vol. IX about 180 each. For our 9 vols. (w/hiati as noted)... $950.00


15. (…) GEORGE WYTHE - TEACHER OF LIBERTY. Williamsburg, VA, 1979, 101pp., large 8vo. First ed. Wrps, v.g., front cover creased. $17.50


17. (…) FRANCIS LIGHTFOOT LEE - THE INCOMPARABLE SIGNER. Williamsburg, VA, 1977, 63pp., large 8vo. First ed. Wrps. Fine. $35.00

18. (…) Evans, Emory G. THOMAS NELSON & THE REVOLUTION IN VIRGINIA. Williamsburg, VA,
1978, 57pp., large 8vo. First ed. Wrps, fine. $17.50


22. (…) — DUNMORE. Williamsburg, VA, 1977, 80pp., large 8vo. First ed. V.g. in foxed wraps. $35.00

23. (…) Smith, Howard W. BENJAMIN HARRISON & THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Williamsburg, VA, 1976, 90pp., large 8vo. First ed. V.g. w/mltd foxing to wrps. $22.50


LTD EDITIONS CLUB

27. (…) Parkman, Francis. THE OREGON TRAIL. NY, 1943, xxi,336pp. Fine (bound in full tan saddle leather & deco's by Maynard Dixon burnt into the leather) in segmented chemise w/Appendix, slipcase & good slipcase. Separate at top panel, missing bottom panel). Ltd Ed Club #49 of 1500 copies. Illus. by Dixon w/pen & brush drawings & paintings in color. Charles Agvent calls this one of the more fragile books. Monthly newsletter laid in. E.p. Illus. by Dixon. $125.00

28. (…) Slavery)(CW) Texas State Historical Association. SOUTHWESTERN HISTORICAL QUARTERLY. Austin. 1981-2000, 82 issues. Vol. 84 #3-Vol. 103 #4. All aspects-roads, politics, German Immigrants, slavery, Mexican relations, CW, gas, WWII, Native Americans, cotton, & more. These are nearly all v.g. (a few w/damp at lower bkstrp. Many issues offered as singles up to almost five dollars but we'd rather sell 'em!! Need the space!! Mexico. Shipping to be billed. $395.00

29. (American)(Canada)(Fur Trade) State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Madison, 1905, 21 vol. Beginning 1855 & extending through 1915; these vols. were ed. by Draper, then Thwaites, then Quaife.
Seven are origs, 14 are the 1905 series reprint. All with mild lib. marks to bktsp, etc. One w/ 2" crown tear. Regardless of one's feelings for ethics of borrowing & not returning (Draper), one must credit him & his successors w/ much 1st-hand data on French regime, Fur Trade, Black Hawk, Jesuits, Lewis Cass. The series treats various Native Americans such as Tecumseh, the Chippewa, etc.; relations w/ Canada & town histories. In all this is an excellent historical resource of which Vol. 21 forms the index for the 1st 20 vols. Shipping to be billed. For the set...

$945.00


$22.50


$95.00

32. (Archeology) THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ARCHEOLOGY & OF THE HISTORY OF THE FINE ARTS. Baltimore, 1885-95. Vols. 1-10, tall 8vo. Blue cl., no lib. marks, w/ photogravure & other pltts (some by Bierstadt). For the ten vols...

$750.00

95 PLATES & TITLE PAGE

33. (Art)(Deco) Tymms, W. R. THE ART OF ILLUMINATING AS PRACTICED IN EUROPE FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES. London, c.1865, 96pp. 95 pltts per plt list & litho t.p., 9¾ x 6¼". Do not confuse this ed. w/ a folio ed. (1860) w/ 99 pltts (per plt list). This title is one of the most elaborate, issued by Day & Sons, lithographers to the Queen. The text is as valuable as the pltts because directions are provided for ink colors, old varnish, etc. First plt & t.p. have 7/16 x 2" clip top free corner. The old mastic, used as a binding substance, has completely deteriorated as has the bktsp. The cvr gilt bright, enhanced w/ some non-issue spotting. The pltts & text unfoxed, a few plate edges ruffled. The pltts nearly all in full color. Copy on net to three fifty.

$95.00

34. (...) (Exposition) Columbian Exposition. ART OF THE WORLD - ISSUED IN CONJUNCTION WITH COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION - 121 Great Prints - Litho/Mezzo. 10 vol. Covers of 3 vols damped, about 30 plates w/damp on margins but not image.

$1,795.00

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PICASSO


$350.00

GREAT AVIATION INTEREST

37. (Aviation)(FL)(Automotive) Aviation. Collection of 200 photographs relating to aviation, Florida, Charles S. Lindbergh, automobiles, & train wrecks. Phila., etc., 1925+. One of the family actually operated a flight service for several years. Please note the aviation views incl. four unpublished views of Charles S. Lindbergh, close ups of planes, plane wrecks, etc. These images are photocopies, full-size, from the leaves of a pair of enormous scrapbooks beginning c.1910 & extending to c.1940. Prepared as a previous package for a prospective customer who bought, then, the original. Maintained by one of the lesser Lorillard tobacco family branches, the scrapbooks contain also about 160 great aviation images, also about 30 great vintage auto images, 5 of train wrecks & over 100 more of various family members. Scrapbooks like this are a real problem for the seller; one can’t easily separate the categories, for the family took FL vacations (& vacationers visited airplanes in FL) which reflected w/their love of flying, of automobiles & family gatherings. So the best we can do is figure the best category at retail & the rest at about ½ retail. The family pictures are a gimme. Reasonable samples requests cheerfully provided.

$325.00

38. (Ballet)(Sheet Music)(Illust) Two toe pieces: Gull, Augustus. THE LAST VARSONIANA. 1858 & Janke, John A. SYLPH. 1850. Sheet music, removed, each v.g. The 1st shows a 5" high ballerina on toe. The 2nd shows an 8" winged ballerina on toe. For the tu tu (two, too!)

$55.00


$28.50

40. (Biographical) De Tocqueville, Alexis & Nassau William/M.C.M. Simpson (ed.). CORRESPONDENCE & CONVERSATIONS OF ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE WITH NASSAU WILLIAM SENIOR FROM 1834 TO 1859. London, 1872, xvi,275/xii,288pp., 2 vol., small 8vo. This is a second ed., the first in the same year. Inner jt reglued, two inner lib stamps cancelled, no outside marks.

$37.50


$67.50

CHARLES RICKETTS & JOHN MASEFIELD


$225.00
43. (Burr, Aaron)(Ohio)(WV) Alderman, E. R. (pub.). THE MARIETTA REGISTER. Marietta, OH, 1887, 4pp. Elephant folio, Feb 11, 1887. Five columns, about a 3 col. drawing of Blennerhassett's home which was destroyed during the Burr contention. Two small corner chips. $35.00

44. (Canada)(Travel) Brymner, Douglas. REPORT ON CANADIAN ARCHIVES, 1890 & 1891. Ottawa, 1891/92, 2 vol. Each w/several hundred pp., bound as one vol. Latter vol. focuses on loyalist settlers & has a map of “Upper Canada 1798.” The map has three horizontal fold tears. Former vol. deals w/ecclesiastical matter & political state of Upper Canada, 1806-7. V.g. in later cl., lea. label. $45.00

45. (Cherokee)(Viniculture)(Lit) Rothwell & Ustick (eds). AMERICAN SPECTATOR & WASHINGTON CITY CHRONICLE, VOL III, # 18. DC, 1830, 4pp., newsprint. Columns on visit to Cherokee, wine making & a literary convention in New York City. $25.00


47. (…) (Afro-Amer/Blk) Higgins, A. J. THE CONTRABANDS JUBILEE. Chicago, 1862, 5(1 blank)pp. Sheet music removed. Stereotype words. Not recorded in Duke Collection. OCLC notes only one location. $100.00


49. (…) GLIMPSES OF THE NATION'S STRUGGLE: SERIES OF PAPERS READ BEFORE THE MINNESOTA COMMANDERY OF THE MILITARY ORDER OF THE LOYAL LEGION OF U.S., 1887-89. St. Paul, MN, 1890, 6 vol. This set contains 165 individual contributions, notable 1st for diversity of authors, 2nd for variety, 3rd for respect, 4th for condition & 5th for completeness. FIRST: Authors from various units: New Hampshire, C.V.I., IL, PA, OH & more. SECOND: Variety appears through a mention of locations incl.: Kentucky, Gettysburg, Dorelson, Arkansas, Corinth, Franklin, Bull Run, New Orleans, Vicksburg, Kelly's Ford, West Virginia, Fredericksburg, Red River, Mobile, Atlanta, Missouri, Cedar Creek, Mine Run, Shiloh, St. Albans, Fair Oaks. Variety also appears in the non-geographic coverage: Sioux, colored Inf.(s), mules, Grant, Pope, medical, ambulance, Sherman, Sutler, Battleships, blockade. THIRD: Respect: some are listed in Dom MBCW, some in Nevins, etc. FOURTH: Condition: all have cvr gift bright, emblemature colorful, corners sharp. One has repairs to inner Jews. One (Vol. 5) on pukey paper but still holding up. Bookplts removed. FIFTH: No complete set on net. Matter of fact no Vol. 5 or 6 at all. Afro-American/Black. Military. $425.00

50. (…) (Ireland)(Music) Bennett, S. Fillmore & J. P.
51. (...)(Lincoln) (Lincoln, A.). HONEST OLD ABE'S QUICK STEP FOR THE PIANO. Boston, 1860, 5(1 blank)pp. Sheet music removed. Totally unrecorded per OCLC or the Duke Collection. $125.00

52. (...)(Music) Bennett, S. Fillmore & J. P. Webster. OLD ABE HAS GONE & DID IT, BOYS. Chicago, 1862, 5(1 blank)pp. Nine verses. OCLC locates two libs. with copies. $47.50

53. (...)(...)(...) Irving, A. B. WE ARE COMING FATHER ABRAHAM OR THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE. ASCRIBED TO OUR VOLUNTEERS. Chicago, 1862, 5(1 blank)pp. Sheet music removed. Vg. Not listed in Duke Collection. OCLC locates three libs. with copies. $25.00

54. (...)(Military) ECLECTIC MAGAZINE, VOLUMES VI & VII, JANUARY-DECEMBER 1870. Baltimore, 2 vol. The two vols have about ten CW related articles as well as contributions by Simms, Cooke, etc. Three-fourth lea. One vol. w/3" blemish lower front of bkstrp. $75.00


56. (...)(...)(Women) Spencer, Bella Z. TRIED & TRUE, OR LOVE & LOYALTY: A STORY OF THE GREAT REBELLION. Springfield, MA, 1866, 394pp. First ed. V.g. in maroon ¾ lea., front bd gently warped, fspc foxed, fore edge t.p. frayed. A real "Meller Dramar." The dialogue is not taut but tautological. $55.00

57. (...) Miller, Francis Trevelyan. PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR (Complete). NY, 1911, 10 vol. First ed. V.g. Complete. One vol. w/lib number on bkstrp. Copies on net to twenty-seven hundred, others at fifteen hundred, twelve hundred, etc. Shipping based on zip code. This set priced to sell... $395.00

58. (...) Miller. PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR. Sample pages. New York, C.1911, 16pp., 4to. Extremity leaves worn. This is the promo brochure. You need this to complete your set. $22.50


60. (...)(...) Tompkins, R. & Geo. F. Root. OH, HASTE ON THE BATTLE!. Chicago, 1862, 5(1blank)pp. Sheet music removed. Not listed per the Duke Collection. No copy listed in Illinois per OCLC. $47.50

61. (...)(...)(Wisconsin) W(ashington), H(enry) S. & Geo. F. Root. THE VACANT CHAIR. (THANKSGIVING 1861). Chicago, 1861, 6pp. Sheet music removed. This edition not listed in the Duke Collection nor listed per OCLC. $45.00
Collection. This edition with Milwaukee co-op imprint of Hempsted & Cleveland co-op imprint of S. Brainard.

**$45.00**

**GIBSON LITHO/SCARCE MCCLELEN/NO COPIES IN OHIO!**


**$75.00**

**142 PA VOLS**

63. (...)(Pennsylvania)(Mil) Warren, Horatio N. **TWO REUNIONS OF THE 142D REGIMENT, PA VOLS. INCLUDING A HISTORY OF THE REGIMENT, DEDICATION OF THE MONUMENT, A DESCRIPTION OF THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG.** Buffalo, 1890, 136pp. "A complete roster of the regiment." This is a fair copy, age soil, lowest ½ of bkpst cl. shattered, text was loose from cons, now repaired. A fatherless child's crayon on last two text pp. & rear f.e.p. T.p. w/2" tear at top near gutter. Penultimate f.e.p. w/" horizontal tear. On net copies of the 1st ed. start at 175 dollars. For this copy...

**$75.00**

**105TH VA MILITARY**


**$75.00**


**$22.50**

67. Crane, Stephen. "At the Pit Door" pp. 97-104 in September 1900 issue of (bound w/ rest of issues) **VOLUME XI of Elbert Hubbard's PHILISTINE.** Concurrent w/Stickley, Hubbard fathered the Roycroft movement. Crane stands on his own. Fine in half ocozy suede. Literature. Deco.

**$75.00**

**68. (Crime)(Drama) (Webster, Dr. John). **STATEMENT OF A JUROR" (about the trial of Dr. Webster) as pd in a half col. (very small type) of the **THE NEW YORK HERALD - NO. 5780 - APRIL 5, 1850.** NY, 1850, 4pp. Newsfolio, small fold chip. Congressional, telegraphed news. Description of several theatrical offerings.

**$22.50**

69. Custer, George. "My Life on the Plains" as pd in **GALAXY MAGAZINE, VOLUMES XII-XVIII, JANUARY 1872-DECEMBER 1874.** 6 vol. The importance comes as one sees the story unfold midst
responds: Hazen filed a rebuttal, for instance, of which an extract is presented. Howes C981. Jones, 1566; Rader, 1011 (notes); Smith, 2188; Graf, 961; Graham-Dustin, 80, the July issue, 1876. Black ¾ lea., rubbed. The bkstrps not uniform, cvrs & bkstrp loose on Vol. I. Each vol. has the square-pointed pencil industrial-size price used by the late Dr. R. S. Fulton who brought books to Wythe Co. from NY to fill an ante bellum mansion's shelves from floor to ceiling, midst rotting deer meat & emptied beer cans. $375.00

70. (Deco) THE CHINA DECORATOR. Approx. 270 issues. Los Angeles, 1970-94. Excellent condition, a few leaves dog-eared. Many in orig. wrappers, some wrps wrknt notes relative to contents. A very few pp. in a very few magazines w/ink or pencil note. Please note that some few issues on net to eighty dollars each! Most offered at five dollars each, making ours total thirteen hundred fifty dollars. Such a bargain we offer: Art. Ceramics. Excellent condition, a few leaves dog-eared. Many in orig. wrappers, some wrps wrknt notes relative to contents. A very few pp. in a very few magazines w/ink or pencil note. Please note that some few issues on net to eighty dollars each! Most offered at five dollars each, making ours total thirteen hundred fifty dollars. Such a bargain we offer: $595.00

71. (...) THE PORCELAIN ARTIST. Approx. 115 issues. Dallas, TX. 1979-88. Excellent condition, a few leaves dog-eared. Many on orig. wrappers, some wrps, w/ink notes relative to contents. A very few pp. in a very few magazines w/ink or pencil note. Art. $445.00

72. (Diplomacy) Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY. Dayton, OH. 1981-99. Vol. V #1-Vol. 23 #4(lacking two issues: 15 #4 & 6 #4). For a total of 74 issues. Articles by Clymer, Fielding, De Rocke, Gibbs, Stuart, & Vanderbrinckoude. Witpics from James Weldon Johnson on diplomacy, Allen Dulles, Neutrality, MacArthur’s dismissal, etc. All v.g., most w/private owner stamp, very occasional marginalia. Back issues (when available) are priced at $20 each, which would total $1480. Shipping to be billed. $575.00

73. (Distilling)(Technical)(Food) BRITISH PATENT ABRIDGMENTS. Distilling & Evaporating Liquids. (Incl. condense vapors, etc.) 1855-1930. 6 vol. (4 wrps, 2 cl.). In all 12 segments. 10 1/2” x 7 1/2”. $400.00

74. (Economics)(Communism)(Russia) Economics. Collection of 34 Scholarly Paperbacks. V.p., c.1970. 34 vol. These all deal w/theories of Marx, Lenin, & Engels as interpreted by Mandel, Tucker, Friedman, & others. All v.g. Largely out of print (of eleven checked in Books In Print, only two were listed, each at $15). List available. Shipping to be billed. Travel. Soviet Union. $170.00


76. (Electricity)(Railroad) Dyett, Herbert Thomas & William Wiley Hubbard. TEST OF ITHACA STREET RAILWAY COMPANY'S INCANDESCENT LIGHTING STATION LOCATED NEAR FOOT OF STATE STREET HILL. Ithaca, 1897, 4to. 20 leaves & (36) plates. Bkstrp well rubbed. Joint thesis for degree. Only a microfilm edition listed per OCLC. $45.00

77. (...)Parshall, Horace Field & Henry Metcalfe Hobart. ELECTRIC GENERATORS. London,
1900, 376pp., small folio. Original cloth. New half leather bkwtrp & original leather corners. New ep. T.p. reseated. With many graphs, charts, diagrams, etc. Parshall edited titles on dynamo design, electric machine design & was referenced in Motteley Bibliography of Electrical Titles. Very scarce, no copy on net. $250.00

78. (Elsie) Finley, Martha. Elsie Series. NY, 1868+, 21 vol. Lacking six vols of being a complete set. This is a good working set, one that can be read to the grandchildren & passed down for another generation. All but one wigood shelf backs & lettering gilt bright. Several vols have had some facsimiles of missing leaves inserted, some gluing, etc. The short titles are as follows: Christmas, Elsie Dinsmore, Friends, Home, Hudson, Jour, Loved Ones, Namesakes, New Relations, Raymonds, South, Two Elsies, Vandalco, Vantucket, Vantred, Widowhood, Winter Trip, Woodburn, World’s Fair, Yachting, & Young Folks. Juvenile. $346.50

79. (...) (Juvenile) Finley, Martha. Elsie Series. NY, 1868+, 24 vol. A splendid collection, lacking three volumes of being a complete set. Some wear at bkwtrp ends, but all bkwtrp lettering legible. This is the single most complete representation we’ve had. My 1st connection w/Elsie was from 5-7 a.m. on winter mornings while I kept the fire going & waited for enough daylight to go do the barn work. The ice-cold wind never cut so sharply as Elsie’s uncaring father. Juvenile. $575.00

NEW BACKSTRIPS & LABELS
80. (England)(Travel) Britton, John & Edward W. Brayley. THE BEAUTIES OF ENGLAND & WALES; OR, DELINEATIONS, TOPOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL, & DESCRIPTIVE. London, 1801+. 18 vols in 24. (Missing Brewer's Introduction & Vol. 13 Part II on Staffordshire). Old marbled bds, new bkwtrps & labels. All plts present (except 12 from Staffordshire above) except one ftpsc (before eng. t.p.). Issued w/out tissue guards, plts generally v.g. w/some foxing & w/some offsetting onto text. Most volumes have private library bookplate & earlier book plates of Richmond Library Company, 1853. On the net a complete set offered at twenty nine hundred, another for two thousand, the first five volumes at nine fifty, & certain high-interest sets at three hundred each. h-which would bring ours up to fifty four hundred. Thus, fairly priced at... (Shipping zip determined). $1,500.00


82. (Fantasy)(Autograph) Frank, Pat. ALAS BABYLON - A NOVEL. Phila & NY, 1959, 253,(1)pp. V.g. (margin of rear cover damped in dj w/white showing at flap folds, several tears at top margin, rear flap edge damped w/afew scrapes to "Alas" on front of dj. Poetically inscribed & signed by author w/relevant newsclip laid in. No clip ghosting. This is the seventh printing w/matching dj. $150.00

WOMAN IN POLITICS

85. Another...Baltimore, 1968, 138pp. Originally pub. 1955. This is reprint of second authorized ed. V.g. Not ex. lib. $10.00

86. & another...Baltimore, 1979, 125pp. Originally pub. 1955. This is third ed. Near fine, ex. lib. $15.00

87. & yet another...Baltimore, 1979, 125pp. Originally pub. 1955. This is third ed. Fine. $18.00

88. & you guessed it – one more!...Baltimore, 1991, 182pp. Originally pub. 1955. This is fourth ed. w/50% more text. Fine. $22.50

89. (Georgia) (Transportation) SAVANNAH. COMMERCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE WEST & SAVANNAH. COMMERICAL HISTORY OF SAVANNAH. PLEAS FOR DEEP WATER AT SAVANNAH. Savannah, 1891, 38pp. Important documentation of southern commercial growth effort. Ex-lib., without wrps., separation at page 33. $75.00


91. (Godwin, Mary) Preedy, George R. THIS SHINING WOMAN. NY, etc., 1937, 324pp. Author's 1st non-fiction work. Possible 1st American ed., 1st published in England 1936. Out of print. V.g. w/opaque spotting to front cvr. $19.50

92. Hemingway, Ernest. A FAREWELL TO ARMS. New York, 1929. 6 vol. First appearance as ptd in Scribner's Magazine vol. 85 #5-6 & vol. 86 #1-4. Expected wear, one with rear wrps torn. Two have lb. stamp on cover. $600.00

93. (Heraldry) DuBois, Arthur E. INDEX - RIBBONS OF THE WORLD. c.1949. Two related UNPUBLISHED manuscripts, approx. 3" thick, 4to. Some leaves in plastic sleeves to show his ORIGINAL RIBBON CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM based on alphabetizing colors & seeking under 1st, 2nd & 3rd entry accordingly. One vol. titled Index - Ribbons of the World has six leaves of hand-colored patterns followed by alphabetical distribution according to primary word (France, Teacher, etc). Usually one p. of notebook paper per letter. The other vol. titled Ribbons - Alphabatical Index & Color Guide for Filing All Ribbons has 16 sleeve-protected pp. w/graphic representations & 40 actual ribbons (w/space for several more). Also six leaves in various stages prior to those beneath sleeves. Also a dozen preliminary leaves of preliminary

MS BY NOTED FLAG EXPERT
outlining & initial direction, together with about three dozen actual samples of British (?) ribbons. A noted heraldry expert (he designed the flag for the District of Columbia), he likely prepared these vols towards the book many people hoped he would complete upon his retirement. For the two vols... $500.00

94. (History) PUBLIC HISTORIAN. Santa Barbara, 1978+. Vol. 1 #1, Fall 1978-Vol. 23 #2, Summer 2000. 89 issues (lacks Vol. 10 #4). Near fine, a few pencil marks. Several issues are themed. Public hist. in Europe, Native Americans, ethics, Federal Govt, etc. Current price on net for same quantity at thirteen hundred. $695.00

WEALTH OF WELLS
95. (Hydraulics)(Agr)(Engineering) Fuller, Myron L. UNDERGROUND WATERS FOR FARM USE. DC, 1910, 58pp. U.S. Dept. of the Interior Publ. #255. Photo illus. Incls windmills. I understand these have a lot of power in election years. Wrps, v.g. Environment. Technical. $25.00

96. (Iceland) Dufferin, Earl of. LETTERS FROM HIGH LATITUDES; BEING SOME ACCOUNT OF A VOYAGE, IN 1856, IN THE SCHOONER YACHT “FOAM,” TO ICELAND, JAN MEYEN, & SPITZBERGEN. London, 1891, 248pp. Fritsc & 23 illustrations. Full olive leather of a school presentation binding with the certificate pastedown. First ptd. 1890. This is called the ninth edition. $75.00


99. (...) Maurice, Thomas. THE MODERN HISTORY OF HINDOSTAN...TO THE CLOSE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. London, 1802, 508pp., large 4to. This is Vol. I only, w/the 18” square hand-colored folding map, designed to show territories such as Sikh, British Protectorate(!), etc. Half lea., marbled bds. Very free of foxing. The cvrs are loose. This vol. covers to 1400 A.D. Travel. $75.00

100. (Italy)(Travel) De Mille, James. THE DODGE CLUB; OR, ITALY IN MDCCCL IX. NY, 1870, 133(3-p. publ’s cat.)pp. Firs ptd 1869. Good w/3” scrape on bkstrp. Many cartoon sketch text illus. $22.50

101. (Jackson, Andrew)(Music) Dielman, Henry. PRESIDENT JACKSON’S FAVOURITE MARCH & QUICK STEP. Phila, c.1828, bl,(2),blpp., 12 1/2 x 10”. Sheet music removed on yellow stock with 3/4 portrait before crossed flags. Not located per Wolfe or Lib of Congress. OCLC locates two lib. w.copies. Exceptionally scarce. $350.00

102. (Juvenile)(Autograph)(MO) Brady, Cyrus Townsend. MOST POLITELY - BEING THE STRANGE & EXHILARATING EXPERIENCES OF A CERTAIN YOUNG FRIEND OF MINE WITH SOME
UNUSUALLY INTELLIGENT ANIMALS. Kansas City, MO, 1910, 67pp., 12mo. Wrps. V.g. One corner crease & bkstrp ends chipped 7/16". Illus. by Will Crawford. Of the more than 1200 entries on net, this title does not appear. Of the five titles cited in Baumgarten, this title does not appear. OCLC locates three libraries without any in Missouri. Signed by author. Number 390 of a "limited edition".

$400.00


BAL 307. Wright III, 54. In a strike for 25 cents more per week, management becomes the hero. Literature. $45.00

A MAJOR SELF HELP GROUP

105. (…) General Society of Mechanics & Tradesmen of the City of New York. ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE GENERAL SOCIETY OF MECHANICS & TRADESMEN OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. NY. 1873-1967, 93 years (lacks 1940). These after 1910 are in wrps, of which a few are disheveled. A major self-help group, w/efforts in schools, libs, pensions, a
106. (Law)(Virginia) Fuller, Hugh N. CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN VIRGINIA. NY. (1931), ix,195pp. Study supported by UVA Law School faculty. First ed. V.g. $375.00

107. Lawrence, D. H. LADY CHATTERLEY'S LOVER (including) MY SKIRMISH WITH JOLLY ROGER. (Paris), 1929, viii,365pp. Mulberry wrps were loose, but thanks to a generosity of idiot tape they are together. The fore edges untrimmed. Measurement is 7½ x 5½". Front wrapper has a price of 60 Frs. w/a rule beneath. In the center of the front wrp a bird w/½ folded wings appears to be resting. Rear wrp has ptg slug LECRAM PRESS, PARIS. A copy auctioned in 1988 brought 350 dollars. & copies are on the net to 450 dollars. For this copy, well taped... $125.00

108. (Literature) Hapgood, Norman. LITERARY STATESMEN & OTHERS. ESSAYS ON MEN SEEN FROM A DISTANCE. Chicago, etc., 1897, (4)208(2)22(1)pp. A criticism of criticism, incl. Henry James, Stendhal, Merimee, etc. V.g. $17.50

109. (…) Hollar, W. THE DANCE OF DEATH; FROM THE ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF HANS HOLBEIN. London, 1816, 70pp. 30 pls, full-p. Dance Macabre & two ports as called for. Remarkably free of foxing, wide margined. One plt has free edge chip, perhaps a paper flaw. Ptd paper over bds, well rubbed but nearly all legible. Leather copy on net to twenty eight hundred, others to seven hundred. $450.00

110. (…) Morris, George, Theodore, Jay & Nathaniel Parke Willis. NEW YORK MIRROR & LADIES LITERARY GAZETTE (WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO LITERATURE & THE FINE ARTS). NY, 1832-40, 4 vol., small folio. Consisting of 4 volumes containing about 200 scattered issues. We've not included issues with clips or missing pages. This journal notable for 19th century literature & biography as well as the music which appeared on the rear pages of most of the issues. Also of note are small folio (boxed) steel engravings of Jamestown, & people named Sedgwick, Wetmore, & Sprague. Individual issues present include: Vol. 7: 28, 46, 48; Vol. 9: 22, 23, 25-27, 33-52; Vol. 10: 1-2, 4-25, 29-33; Dup. 27-48; Dup. 2, 14, 22-23, 25, 27-29; Vol. 11: 1-2, 4-6, 10-28, 30-42, 44-47; Dup. 3, 9, 19, 21, 23, 34, 36, 47-51. Vol. 16: 1-39, 41-52; Vol. 17: 26-48. Please note that some individual issues are offered as high as sixty dollars, with the cheapest at twenty. At that multiple one could price this lot above four thousand! This collection available at... $695.00

111. (…) Oldschool, Oliver. PORT FOLIO (A MONTHLY MAGAZINE). Phila., 1822, 2 vol. Vol. 1 #1-6, Vol. 2 #1-6. The 12 issues had each a copperplt engr., of these, five are present (a fold etymological plt gone, also). Text is complete. V.g., normal foxing. Full calf wigood labels. No other copy on net. $450.00

113. (...) Thomson, James. THE SEASONS BY JAMES THOMSON WITH FIVE PICTURES BY JACQUER & INTRODUCTION BY BERESFORD. London, 1927, xx(1)198pp., large 4to. V.g. marbled cl., unopened. Lea. label a bit rubbed. Five full-p. pls by Jacquier. This is a NONESUCH PRESS title. Ltd. to 1500 copies. Strangely no copy on net.

$45.00

114. (...) (Twin, Mark) (Clemens, Samuel L.). THE GALAXY, VOLUME X, JULY 1870 TO JANUARY 1871. NY, 1870, 888pp. Recent black cl., v.g. (one stamp on t.p.). This vol. contains numerous contribution by Twain(Memoranda), incl. his famous Map of Paris, a grand spoof in great style.

$225.00


$115.00


$12.50
117. (Medical) Browne, John. MYOGRAPHIA NOVA OR A GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF ALL THE MUSCLES IN HUMANE BODY... London, c.1960, c.40,109pp. This is the 1/2 lea. & marbled bds reprint by Editions Medicina, Ltd. who state that 2500 copies were made of this binding. Tall folio, slip case. First ptd 1697.

$90.00


$45.00

SCHOLARSHIP OF MEDIEVAL TIME


$385.00


$47.50

EXQUISITE CHROMOLITHOGRAPHS

121. (Military)(Illus)(Travel) Scanlan, F. E. A TO Z, BEING TWENTY-SIX NOTES ON A SOLDIER'S TRUMPET. London, 1876. t.p. & 27 plts (an illus. t.p. & the 26 letters). Chromo plts reflecting a humorous eye & an artistic gift for detail, occasionally interrupted by pathos (V the Victoria Cross earned by the Brave Captains, a fusilier, weapon at port, one leg bloodied, determination oozing from facial pores, bull dog expression & God Save the Queen!). A scarce to rare title for state side, OCLC locating four libraries w/copies. Gilt title crisp on maroon bds rubbed at corners; new bkstrp & label; plts loosened from perfect binding; some foxing around some plts., but plts not harmed. All plts have 1/3" to ½" damp stains in margins. On three, the stain obtrudes into a sm. portion of the plt. A highly desirable item.

$525.00

122. (Mississippi)(Illus)(Transp) THE MISSISSIPPI OVERFLOWING ITS BANKS. London. Etching, 1829, from Camera Lucida sketch by Basil Hall. Plt is 7 x 10½", shrink wrapped w/approx. 12 lines of text on back. From broken vol. Moderate foxing. Crease to left margin.

$15.00

123. (…)(…) WOODING STATION ON THE MISSISSIPPI. London. Etching, 1829, from Camera Lucida sketch by Basil Hall. Plt is 7 x 10½", shrink wrapped w/approx. 12 lines of text on back. From broken vol. Lt. foxing. Certainly a desolate scene.

$25.00

1ST LAW CASES IN MS

124. (…) Native Americans) Mississippi High Court of Errors & Appeals. REPORTS OF CASES ARGUED & DETERMINED. Phila., 1839, 2 vol. (1004pp.). First ed. Early law lea., scuffed. Vol. I has three interior lb. stamps; neither vol. has exterior marks. Incrs 70-p. index. Howard, the reporter, was by 1853 a congressman from TX, arguing to annex Cuba. Exciting cases: Could a man claim for husband’s debt the slave belonging to the Indian wife when they were married under Chickasaw law? Native Americans.

$400.00

126. (Model making). MODEL ENGINEER & AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN. London, 1900-04. This title continued until quite recently, perhaps even still. 9 vols (these are vol. 3-vol. 11), approx. 4000pp., 4to. Vol. III has all 12 months; succeeding vols have each 6 months. Bound w/out wrps, seven vols are ½ lea. (one w/very weak hinges) & two are in green cl. Abundantly illustrated. Technical. Electrical. $450.00


128. (Music)(Beethoven) Beethoven, Ludwig Van. Collection of 26 titles. c.1920-60. Incls 18 biographies, two novels, two non music note analytics & four music (several 1st ed.). Three ex-lib., three paperback & three in d.j. In general v.g. Those in reprint cost out at $400 & those out of print about the same. List available. For this collection… $375.00

129. (…) Hamilton, J. A. A DICTIONARY OF 3500 ITALIAN, FRENCH, GERMAN, ENGLISH, & OTHER
130. (...) Baltimore (Music Publ.) Cole, John. Collection of 32 John Cole music imprints. Baltimore, c.1830. Disbound vol. of sheet music, complete as found. Some foxing, early damp staining. Withe name of Martha E. Crawford on front. This collection notable for the variety of typography Cole used in his own imprints, sometimes italics, sometimes open face, sometimes small closed face, high ended, pseudo cursive, etc. The music itself reprints an international array, incl. Scots, German, French & English Melodies. Manuscript list at end dated 1834. Inserted ftpsc Latuor Piano Forte Preceptor by Burincou, litho by T. Campbell. Wolf, Secular Music notes Cole publ. w/out address (as most of these), & the address 137 Market St. (which appears on a few) is post 1825.

$275.00


$225.00

132. (Mystery) Christie, Agatha. THE BIG FOUR: "A HERCULE POIROT MYSTERY". NY, (1927), (2)276pp. Wrps, probably good only for paperback (1½" separation top right of bkstrip; inside of wrps foxed, vertical creasing crease to front wrp, some white shows at edges of bkstrip). This is Avon paperback #3. AVON #3.

$12.50

133. (Natural History)(Juvenile) Salten, Felix. BAMBI: A LIFE IN THE WOODS. NY, 1928, (2)209pp. True 1st ed. Advance issue. No dust jacket as issued. With the publisher's notation relative to the Inner Sanctum, following the John Galsworthy preface to this Whitaker Chambers translation. Smaller in size. Ltd to 1000 copies. This copy v.g., corner bumped, bkstrip gilt legible to good.

$875.00

134. (...) Linnean Society. TRANSACTIONS OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY VOLS 1 & 2. London, 1791+, large 4to. xiv,237,bl,plt list/(viii),357,bl,(4),(errata). This highly respected group commenced in 1788, & these two vols extend to 1793. All edges marbled. The two vols, bound as one, have 49 full plates, some in colors some folding. The covers are present but loose. The bkstrps shattered. The Instant Book people (add money & stir) offer single vols up to sixty five.

$100.00

135. (...) VOLS 5 & 6. London, 1780+, large 4to. (vii), 296,(1), (vii), 396. This highly respected group commenced in 1788, & these two vols extend to 1882. All edges marbled. The two vols, bound as one, have 44 full plates, some in colors some folding. The covers are present but loose. The bkstrps shattered. The Instant Book people (add money & stir) offer single vols up to sixty five.

$100.00

Wraps. ex. lib. First ptd 1932. Copy on net to ninety. $37.50

137. (..)(Geology)(Agri) North Carolina State Board of Agriculture. NORTH CAROLINA & ITS RESOURCES. Winston(Winston-Salem), 1896, xv,413pp. Vg., all cover gilt bright, corners rubbed but sharp. Eight color plates, other photo illustrations, & fold map. Good deal of early history, flora, climate, etc. $95.00

138. (Ohio)(Meteorology) Bard, Highland. “EYE WITHIN” (Hurricane at Leesburg, OH), a full column ptd in HILLSBOROUGH GAZETTE, & HIGHLAND ADVERTISER. Hillsborough, OH, 1826, 4pp., newsprint. Free edge untrimmed. Much on land to be sold for taxes. $22.50

139. (..) Ohio. Five magazines with relevant articles. NY, 1881, 5 vol. Harper's Nov. 1881, Oct. 1914 & Nov. 1914; also Munsey, June 1903; & Nat'l Geographic Mag., Many 1932. Each w/substantial Ohio article. Two are taped, 1st w/cvr wear. $45.00

140. (Pennsylvania)(Genealogy) Washington Co., PA, County Court & County Commissioners. DOCUMENTS RELATING TO WASHINGTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA. COUNTY COURT & COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. 1790+. Approx. 170 items. Ranging in size from sm. footscap to the ubiquitous county treasurer's warrant, these records extend from c.1790 to 1860. Nine are dated prior to 1800, 31 between 1801-1810, 25 in the next decade, 15 in the next decade, 9 in the decade ending 1860, & 15 undated. These papers are in v.g. condition, no staining or age soil. They have, however, been stapled onto scrapbook leaves. Although they seem totally random in date, in content & in persons involved, they incl. a wide variety of family names: Patterson, White, Moore, Thompson, Morris, Mitchell, Vanburen, Engle, Bruce, Ramsey, Wets Carter, Baird & many more. Topics incl. contract for a church, a bid on courthouses compensation, etc., (incl. a "black man" & a "black woman" named Frank), expenses for elections, poorhouse, bridges & schools, a very few show amounts in English money. NOTE ON PROVENANCE: These were inherited by a family in VA from their father who lived in western PA. How he acquired is unknown. Given the helter-skelter care & keeping of courthouse materials, these could have been discarded & saved or walked off w/by a person A & salvaged by person B. If the prospective purchases had a problem w/the provenance, he is welcome to disinter the deceased for dialogue, discourse, & discussion. We will be happy to supply photocopies of up to 20 items as consecutively entered into this scrapbook. $1,650.00

141. (..)(Pittsburgh) Articles & illustrations from EVERY SATURDAY, March 3, 11, 18, 25, & April 1, 1871. 193-312pp., folio. Contains extensive text & 7 full & 16 half p. woodcuts by Keebler & Fenn: steamboat, railroad, mines, iron, glass, & petroleum; as well as a double-p. of Icebergs of Melville Bay. These might price out at $50 for the full-p. & $25 each for ½-p. ($750!). You'll like this price better... $500.00

142. (..)(Religion) New Castle Young Men & Young Women Christian Association. Archives, 1908-1950. Consisting of 16 manuscript minute books (9 x 5" & larger), approx. 12 linear inches of files, records, bills, estimates, accounts, annual reports, photographs & correspondence, much of it pertinent to the construction of the "new" bldg, & six scrapbooks of
ephemera (20%) & news clips (80%). Wisome add'l material. The YM & YWCA played an important part in the Lawrence Co. Town of New Castle. Inspired & encouraged by noted gospel hymnologist, Ira D. Sankey, the Y's grew in many areas, camps, clubs (Italian Mother's Club), physical activities, & spiritual development. This unique archive provides insight on leaders, participants, events, problems & successes.

$750.00

143. (Philosophy)(Autograph) Cofer, Leland W. ONCE UPON A TIME. San Francisco, 1934, x,81pp., large 4to. First ed. V.g. in ¼ linen, yellow marbled bds (spot on bkstrip label). The slipcase not present. Ltd. to 600 copies publ. by John Henry Nash. Inscribed & signed by author. California. Typography. $19.50


145. (Political)(Wells, John G.). WELLS' NATIONAL HAND-BOOK: EMBRACING NUMEROUS INVALUABLE DOCUMENTS... NY, 1856, 144pp. Exterior is the prettiest copy you ever saw, gilt bright, corners sharp. Lower free corner last 50pp. of text damped, making that paper brittle but not impinging on text. $75.00

146. (Religion)(Brethren)(Afro-Am/Bl) Brumbaugh, J. B. (ed.). THE PILGRIM, VOL 2 - NO. 22. James Creek, PA, 1871, 8pp. Newsfolio, free margin untrimmed. Seven columns of notes on the annual meeting held in Burks County. About a full col. discussing ordination of an Afro-Am/Black pastor in Maryland. Participants from Missouri, Indiana, on Illinois, Ohio, VA, etc. $25.00


148. (…)Van Overloop, Isidore. ABREGE DE LA NOTICE HISTORIQUE SUR LES INSTITUTIONS DE BIENFAISANCE. Brussells, 1853, 36pp., 12mo. Removed from bound vol. OCLC locates one lib. with a copy. $25.00

149 (…)Jesuit De Buck, Victor. ESSAI HISTORIQUE SUR LE BIENHEUREUX ANDRE BOBOLA DE LA COMPAGNIE DE JESUS. Brussels, 1853, 113pp., 12mo. Removed from bound vol. Beautified by Pape Pie IX. $25.00

150. (…)La BELGIQUE RELIGIEUSE ET LE MARIAGE DE S.A.R. MONSEIGNEUR LE DUC DE BRABANT, PRINCE HEREDITAIRE PAR ED. T. Brussels, 1853, 116pp., 12mo. Disbound. Removed from bound vol. No copies located per OCLC. $35.00

151. (…)PRINCIPES POUR L’EXAMEN DES FAITS DE L’HISTOIRE ECCLESIASTIQUE, PAR ED. T. Brussels, 1853, 36pp., 12mo. Removed from bound vol. OCLC locates two libs. with copies. $25.00

152. (…)THEINER, R. P. Augustin). CONTRADITIONS HISTORIQUES DU R. P. AUGUSTIN THEINER, PRETRE DE L’ORATOIRE, AU SUJET DE LA COMPAGNIE DE JESUS. Brussels,
1853, 258,196pp., 12mo. Removed from bound vol.

**BRETHREN PERIODICAL**

153. (…) (Georgia) (Iowa) (IN) Quinter, James & Henry Kurtz. THE GOSPEL VISITOR. Covington, OH, 1868. Vol. 18 #1-12. Most wrps retained. Many missionary reports throughout, for instance (among the freed slaves in Madison Georgia about 1100 words. Work in Iowa (500 wds), Indiana (600 wds), Ohio (800). Sewn, probably never bound. In addition, a subscription broadside is tipped in. $35.00

154. (…) (Law) Taylor, William M. MOSES THE LAW-GIVER. NY, 1879. 484, ads-14pp., small 8vo. Good plus. a very few scrapes. Copy on net to fifty. $35.00

155. (…) Merrill, S. M. THE ORGANIC UNION OF AMERICAN METHODISM. NY, 1892, 112pp. Much on Methodist hist. in an effort to reunite the MEC & the MEC, South by the author who had been persecuted by one group for his service to the other. In CW Southern Appalachia, some members of the MEC, South could have given lessons to the Serbs or to the Bosnian’s. V.g. No copy of this ed. on net. $25.00

**METHODIST DOCTRINE ARCHIVES**

156. (…) Methodist Episcopal Church (& Methodist Episcopal Church South). DISCIPLINE OF THE METHODIST CHURCH. Nashville, etc. 1892-1996, 27 vols. In the 1840’s slavery issues sundered the Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC) & the departing brethren formed the Methodist Episcopal Church South (MECS). In 1939 the two bodies reunited as the Methodist Church (MC), joining w/the Evangelical United Brethren Church in 1968 to from the United Methodist Church. This collection incl MECS Disciplines for 1892 & 1894, & for 1906, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, & 38 (11 vols). Also incl. are all of the vols of the reunited group (MC): 1939, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, & 64 (eight vols). Also incl. are eight vols for the subsequent UMC: 1988, 76, 80, 84, 88, 92, & 96. The 1st two vols in this lot are worn, reglued, w/some penciling on the e.p. Vo. for 1914 frayed at top of bkstrp. Three vols additional have lettering worn on bkstrp. Also 1944 has some scraping on the side & bottom of the bkstrp. The bicentennial issue (1984) is a.e.g. in lea. Please note a few of the later vols have some ink underlinings. These came from a minister retiring after over 40 years service, whose uncles, grandfather, father & brothers all served the present UMC. A splendid representation of more than a century of the Methodist Church. Religion. $300.00

157. (…) (Methodist) (Virginia) Rodgers, Rev. Samuel. SKETCHES OF THE BALTIMORE CONFERENCE, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUTH. Richmond, 1883, 38pp., Large 4to. Pictorial ftspc. Wrps (free edge fray to wrps & ftspc). Age soil. The ten ministers saw service in Roanoke, Fincastle, Lewisburg, Winchester, Monterey, etc. By this you might conclude the Baltimore Conference included much of VA & WV. No copy on net. $45.00


Newsfolio, unopened. With a two p. subscription seeking supplement. Nice 7 1/2” x 7 1/2” woodcut of Mason & Hamlin pump organ. $25.00

IMPERIAL SHAKESPEARE
160. Shakespeare, William. THE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. London, c.1873. 56 parts, as issued. Pagination is 810, 726 & 188 (biographical supplement). Three sets of wrps not present. The balance in v.g. shape, some loose, some creased, a few frays, most bkstrps troubled. The plt list denotes 57 plts. All present (incs two t.p. vignettes). There is a stub & a tissue guard in Supplement 2 w/out a plt, & I can't determine why. One plt water stained, the rest superb & one w/a spot. Very free from foxing. A set in the parts made what is now, 750 dollars. For this set... $475.00

161. (Shoes) J. Souther, Jr. & Co. REMOVAL (notice). Boston, 1863, 5” x 7.5”. Bside. Some wear & damping, age soil, but quite legible. They handled Morocco, kids, skivers, etc. $25.00


FIRST IN SERIES
163. (South Africa) Middlebrook, J. E. A FEW TYPES OF SOUTH AFRICAN ABORIGINES. Durban & Kimberley, South, Africa. c.1890, 16 leaves, 7½ x 5¼”. Three quarter burnt orange cl. & ptd cranberry paper over bds (creases, age spotting). Free e.p. w/some age soil. The 16 images, each w/its own label, show 13 women (w/artistic bead work & very little else) & 3 men. This probably generated as much interest as early National Geographics. Some images w/vertical crease. Called the 1st in series. Photography. Travel. $275.00


UNUSUAL CALENDAR
165. (South Carolina)(Calendar) Brown, P. J. BROWN'S PERPETUAL CALENDAR (BROADSIDE). Mayo, SC, c.1925, 12½ x 9½”. A 6” tear right margin. Old roll stresses. Most unusual, based on alphanumerics. Orig. price was 25¢. Mayo is located about 75 miles west of Charlotte, NC in the Appalachian foothills. Scarce, not listed per OCLC. South Carolina. Mathematics. $150.00

166. (…) (Religion) Herbert, Walter I. (comp. & ed.). FIFTY WONDERFUL YEARS, 1878-1928: STORY OF MISSIONARY WORK BY METHODIST WOMEN IN SOUTH CAROLINA, METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH SOUTH. N.p., (1928), 283pp. First ed. V.g., small chafe to top free front cover. $23.50


UNRECORDED - APPALACHIAN ACTIVIST
169. (Tennessee)(Civil War)(Music) Pratt, Silas G.
PARSON BROWNLOW'S POLKA. Chicago, 1862, 5(1 blank)pp. Sheet music removed. One of Wythe County, Virginia’s, most famous citizens, active & contentious Methodist militant, later journalist, later Gov. of Tennessee, later U. S. Senator. He endured corrupt officials, ill health & vote rigging. This music has good typography, & even Brownlow couldn’t fret about condition. No copies located per OCLC or the Duke Collection. $250.00

170. (...) (Genealogy) East Tennessee Historical Society. TENNESSEE ANCESTORS A TRI-ANNUAL PUBLICATION OF THE EAST TENNESSE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Knoxville, TN, c.3000pp., 13 vol., 4to. V.g. to fine in wraps. Thirteen vols. (3 issues each). 1985 thru 1997. These are so strong in both history & family lore as to start at ten dollars per issue on net (almost 400 dollars). $350.00


173. (...) (Civil War)(Military) Walthall, Ernest T. HIDDEN THINGS BROUGHT TO LIGHT. Richmond, 1933, xiii,55pp., 12mo. First ed. Ltd to 395 copies (209). Fine in fine d.j., in orig. slipcase (some splitting). Author composed from type case. $47.50


175. (...) (Education) University of Virginia, Students of. CORKS & CURLS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. Richmond, VA, 1888, 125pp. Wrps (attic soil), loose. Top 3/8" w/very light dampening; the fraternity Engr. plates took more dampness in top free corner. Bkstrp deteriorated. $450.00

176. (...) (Gen)(Col)(Amer Rev) Council of the State of Virginia. JOURNALS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA (1776-1786). Richmond, 1952, ca 1900pp., 3 vol. Nice in green pub. cloth. Ex. lib. w/a few leaves loose, even fewer w/one chipping to margins & two w/minor chip to text. Initial leaves (-iv) for first two vols. missing. Of the six inner js, three have been reglued, one is broken & two are ok. This set suitable for personal research but not recommended for a library. The only complete set on net priced at two hundred. $90.00

SCARCE AS A SET

177. (...) (Medical)(Colonial) Banton, Wyndham B. MEDICINE IN VIRGINIA IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Richmond, (1930), 3 vol. Separate vols on 17th, 18th & 19th C. Vol. I (sm. 4to) publ. by Wm Byrd Press in port wine d.; Vol. II & III (larger 4to), publ. 1931 & 1933 by Garrett & Massie, have each a strong Shenandoah Valley German design. Seventeenth C. has some black dots in front gutter, 18th C has ink spot lower free corner front cvr. Altogether a very nice shelf & cvr appearance. Single vols on net to three eighty-five. $675.00